**WARNING**

There is no kashrut supervision of the ‘Kosher for Passover’ section in supermarkets and errors do sometimes occur. When purchasing products for Passover from any non-supervised establishment, you are advised to check that all items bear a reliable kosher l’Pesach hechsher and do not contain kitniyot.

**KEY**

D  Dairy (non-supervised milk) and suitable for Passover
P  Parev and suitable for Passover
NP  Not suitable for Passover
KLBD-P  KLBD certified for Passover
S-CY  Supervised Chalav Yisrael by other Authority
S-P  Supervised for Passover by other Authority

**BABY MILKS**

Kosher l’Pesach baby formula is sold in kosher stores. In cases where this cannot be used, the following are approved. Separate utensils should be used as most baby milks, including kosher l’Pesach baby formula, contain kitniyot. Since feeding bottles normally come into contact with chametz, it is recommended to purchase new ones for Passover.

**Aptamil**

Listing refers to powder and ready to feed versions in bottles and cartons.

D  Anti Reflux
D  Comfort
D  First Infant 1
D  Hungry
D  Lactose Free
D  Pepti 1
D  Pepti 2
D  Pepti Junior
D  Preterm  
   *Hospital Use Only*
D  Profutura First Infant 1
D  Profutura Follow On 2
D  Profutura Growing Up 3
D  Pronutra Follow On 2
D  Pronutra Growing Up 3
D  Pronutra Growing Up 4

**Cow & Gate**

Listing refers to powder and ready to feed versions in bottles and cartons.

D  Anti Reflux
D  Comfort
D  First Infant
D  Follow On
D  Growing Up 1-2 Years
D  Growing Up 2-3 Years
D  Infant Hungrier Babies
D  Nutriprem 1  
   *Hospital Use Only*
D  Nutriprem 2
D  Nutriprem Human Milk Fortifier
D  Nutriprem Protein Supplement

**Enfamil**

D  AR
D  O Lac
Hipp Organic
Listing refers to powder and ready to feed versions in bottles and cartons.
D Combiotic Anti Reflux
D Combiotic First Infant
D Combiotic Follow On
D Combiotic Growing Up
D Combiotic Hungry Infant
D Comfort
D Good Night

Kendamil Mehadrin
Must have a Kedassia Passover label. Kendamil Porridge is also available for Pesach. Both Milks and Porridge contain kitniyot. See note above.
S-P CY First Infant
S-P CY Toddler

Materna
Contains kitniyot, see note above. Must have a Passover label. Available from kosher stores.
S-P CY Stage 1
S-P CY Stage 2

Nanny Care
1 First Infant
2 Follow On
3 Growing Up

Nutramigen
1 with LGG
2 with LGG
Puramino

Nutricia
D Infatrini
NP Infatrini Peptisorb
P Neocate Junior Strawberry
P Neocate Junior Unflavoured
P Neocate Junior Vanilla
P Neocate LCP
P Neocate Spoon

Pregestimil
D Lipil

SHS
D Caprilon
D Galactomin 17
D Galactomin 19
D Locasol

Similac
D Alimentum
D High Energy

SMA
Listing refers to powder and ready to feed versions in bottles.
P Alfamino
D Althera
D Comfort
D Extra Hungry
D HA Hypoallergenic
D LF Lactose Free
D Organic First Infant
D Organic Follow On
D Organic Growing Up
D Pro Anti Reflux
D Pro Breast Milk Fortifier
D Pro First Infant
D Pro Follow On
D Pro Gold Prem 1
Hospital Use Only
CERAMIC HOB COVERS

Sheets of silica-bonded mica, recommended for covering ceramic hobs for Pesach, are available from:

Shutters
Temple Fortune Parade
Bridge Lane, Golders Green
London NW11 0QN
Tel: 020 8458 5649

COFFEE MACHINES

The following coffee pods are approved for Pesach. We recommend purchasing a new machine for Pesach. If this is not possible the machine should be taken apart, cleaned and koshered.

Nescafe Dolce Gusto

The following Nescafe Dolce Gusto products are KLBD certified for Pesach only when last 4 digits of 8 number inkjet code are 1092 (code is followed by one letter). They should be used in new machines or in machines which have been taken apart, cleaned and koshered appropriately. There is no KLBD logo on the packaging.

KLBD-P Americano
KLBD-P Americano Intenso
KLBD-P Espresso Intenso
KLBD-P Grande
KLBD-P Grande Mild
KLBD-P Lungo

Nespresso

Approved for Pesach when used in new machines or in machines which have been taken apart, cleaned and koshered appropriately.

Please note Nespresso Variations are not approved for Pesach.

P Arpeggio
P Cafe Istanbul
P Capriccio
P Cosi
P Decaffeinato Arpeggio
P Decaffeinato Ristretto
P Decaffeinato Vivalto Lungo
P Decaffeinato Volluto
P Dharkan
P Kazaar
P Livanto
P Lungo Envivo
P Lungo Fortissio
P Lungo Linizio
P Lungo Vivalto
P Master Origin Colombia
P Master Origin Costa Rica
P Master Origin Ethiopia
P Master Origin India
P Master Origin Indonesia
P Master Origin Nicaragua
P Ristretto
P Roma
P Volluto
Nespresso Vertuo
Approved for Pesach when used in new machines or in machines which have been taken apart, cleaned and koshered appropriately.
Please note Nespresso Variations are not approved for Pesach.
P  Aflorazio
P  Altissio
P  Alto Dolce
P  Alto Intenso
P  Arondio
P  Decaffeinato
P  Decaffeinato Intenso
P  Decaffeinato Ontuoso
P  Diavolitto
P  Double Espresso Scuro
P  Double Espresso Chiaro
P  Elvazio
P  Fortado
P  Giornio
P  Intenso
P  Melozio
P  Odacio
P  Solelio
P  Stormio
P  Voltesso

DAIRY ALLERGIES
For advice about milk substitutes which are permitted on Pesach for children with dairy allergies, see the FAQ’s on our website or alternatively email info@kosher.org.uk or call 020 8343 6247.

EGG ALLERGIES
For information about egg substitutes which are permitted for those who are allergic to eggs, please contact KLBD by emailing info@kosher.org.uk, or call 020 8343 6247.

FRESH PRECUT FRUIT & VEGETABLES
Precut fresh fruit and vegetables are not approved due to the fact that Citric Acid (potentially of Chametz origin) is commonly used to prevent discoloration.
There is no problem with precut fresh herbs or herbs grown in pots. Chopped herbs should be avoided as they cannot easily be checked for infestation.

FROZEN FISH
Frozen fish, whole or filleted, is permitted, provided that no other ingredients have been added. It is advisable to rinse the fish before use.
Please note that when buying fish from a non-supervised source, it is important to make sure that some skin is attached. For a list of kosher fish, see The Really Jewish Food Guide or check www.isitkosher.uk.

FROZEN FRUIT
Unsupervised frozen fruit is not permitted because factories may use ascorbic or citric acid as a processing aid, which is often derived from chametz sources.

FROZEN VEGETABLES
Unsupervised frozen vegetables are not permitted. This is because many factories use starch or citric acid during processing, and some process chametz products on the same lines.

GLUTEN FREE MATZO
Gluten Free Oat Matzos and Matzo Meal are available from some kosher shops.
HEALTH FOODS
Seagreens
No logo. Available from health food stores, mail order and internet companies.
KLBD-P Culinary Ingredient
KLBD-P Food Granules
KLBD-P Salad & Condiment

LOW SODIUM SALT
Lo Salt
S-P Reduced Sodium Salt

MINERAL WATER
All still bottled water and naturally sparkling water is fine. Artifically carbonated water may be carbonated with CO2 from the brewing industry and should be avoided unless specifically approved. The following products have been checked by the KLBD.

Acqua Panna
S-P Natural Spring

Brecon Carreg
NP Sparkling
P Still

Buxton Spring
NP Carbonated
P Still

Evian
P Still

Perrier
P Naturally Carbonated

San Pellegrino
S-P Sparkling

Spa
NP Intense
P Reine

Vittel
P Still

Volvic
NP Sparkling
P Still

SUGAR
Tate & Lyle
The following products are certified Kosher for Passover all year round and bear a KLBD-P logo.
KLBD-P Caster
KLBD-P Granulated
KLBD-P Preserving

The following products are certified Kosher for Passover with or without the KLBD-P or KLBD logo.
KLBD-P Demerara
KLBD-P Demerara Unrefined

Kosher for Passover, even when bearing the regular KLBD logo.
KLBD-P Demerara Inspired Guyanese
**SWEETENERS**

**Hermesetas**
- NP Granulated
- NP Liquid
- P Mini

**Stevia Sweet**
- NP Crystals
- NP Tablets

**Sweet 'n' Low**
- S-P Sachets

**Xylitol**
Available from all kosher stores, by telephone order 020 8809 0411 or online www.xylitolshop.co.uk.
Must carry a KLBD-P label. Does not contain Kitniyot.
KLBD-P Sugar Alternative

**DISPOSABLES**

There is no problem with polystyrene, plastic and Chinet products, aluminium foil or foil containers. As paper plates and lids for foil containers usually contain starch which may be chametz, some people prefer to avoid their use particularly with hot or wet food.
The following products have been checked by the KLBD and found to be suitable for use on Pesach:

**Kitchen Towel:**
- Aldi Saxon
- Aldi Saxon Ultra
- Asda Shades
- Asda Shades Power
- Ora Plenty
- Sainsbury's Super Absorbent
- Sainsbury's Ultra Absorbent
- Waitrose Essentials
- Waitrose Ultra

**Baking Parchment:**
- Asda Greaseproof Baking Paper
- If You Care Parchment Baking Sheets
- Sainsbury's Greaseproof & Baking Paper
- Waitrose Essential Baking Parchment

**Cake Liners:**
- Asda Cupcake Cases
- Dr Oetker Baking Cases
- Dr Oetker Muffin Cases
- Sainsbury's Cake Tin Liners
- Sainsbury's Plain Cupcake Cases
- Sainsbury's Loaf Tin Liners

The following disposable products are KLBD certified for Pesach with or without the KLBD-P logo.

**Best of British**
- KLBD-P Plastic Bowls
- KLBD-P Plastic Plates

**Classic & Durable**
- Loose & pre packed.
- KLBD-P Foil Containers & Lids

**Easy Store**
- KLBD-P Plastic Food Storage Containers

**Euro**
- KLBD-P Aluminium Foil Rolls
Prestige
KLBD-P Clear Cutlery
KLBD-P Heavy Duty Plastic Bowls Rectangular
KLBD-P Heavy Duty Plastic Bowls Square
KLBD-P Heavy Duty Plastic Plates Rectangular
KLBD-P Heavy Duty Plastic Plates Square
KLBD-P Silver Look Cutlery

Royal
KLBD-P Clear Cutlery
KLBD-P Silver Look Cutlery
KLBD-P Silver Look Kiddush Cups
KLBD-P Silver Look Trays

Royal Petite
KLBD-P Miniature Plastics

Value
KLBD-P Plastic Cups

LUNCH Produced by Gautier Intocel
Napkins certified for Pesach when bearing a KLBD-P sticker.
Black, Chocolate, Crème, Dark Blue, Dark Green, Grey,
Orange, Pink, Red, Summer Green, Turquoise, Wine Red
and Yellow.
KLBD-P Napkins

MASHERS
KLBD certified for Pesach with the KLBD-P Passover label.
KLBD-P Bowls Dessert
KLBD-P Bowls Ice Cream
KLBD-P Bowls Salad
KLBD-P Cups Cocktail
KLBD-P Cups Drinking
KLBD-P Cups Kiddush
KLBD-P Cups Miniature Dessert
KLBD-P Cups Tea/Coffee
KLBD-P Cups Wine
KLBD-P Cutlery
KLBD-P Plates Dinner
KLBD-P Plates Every Day
KLBD-P Plates Party
KLBD-P Serving Dishes
KLBD-P Serving Utensils
KLBD-P Trays & Platters